
LEADERSHIP STYLE OF JACK WELCH

Jack Welch joined GE in , and was named the CEO in In the initial years as CEO, Jack Welch initiated a restructuring
plan, which.

We want to make our quality so special, so valuable to our customers, so important to their success that our
products become the only real value choice. To achieve this, many historical deals and acquisitions have been
made during this time in GE. For him, it is important to work on necessary things. Jack Welch pushed his
employees to be active members of the team and keep up with competitors. I think it's a big thought. This
happened due to the powerful role played by the top management. If you want your team to be transparent
with you, you need to lead by example. The number fours keep merging; they have difficult times. GE project
management relies on training and the liberty to employees to do better things to organization which is their
agenda for managing. If leadership is an art, then surely Welch has proved himself a master painter. They
constantly talk about their vision and reinforce it with rewards, which may be in the form of a salary, bonus, or
significant recognition of some sort. Consequently, he went beyond traditional functions and pointed out that
ideas should be searched, whether from other businesses or the different departments in the organization, and
conveyed to the team. It can mean opportunities, good ideas, new business or new products. He is the one who
is the ultimate decision maker and had no second thought or a 'maybe' for any question rose. They need
everyone, involve everyone , and reward or remove people based on their contribution to winning. His
leadership strategies might be too harsh and cold to critics but his style worked. The way he communicates
with his employees through audio video messages had kept them pumped and motivated all the time. The
executive who best executes transformational leadership theory thrives on challenge, but understands that
people may be resistant to change and so also develops the necessary negotiating skills to smooth the path of
change management. As the commitment and passion is openly flowing within the organisation it is very easy
to integrate and create a cordial integrated team. Legitimate self-confidence is a winner - the true test of
self-confidence is the courage to be open. Jack created a benchmark for the other companies on how to
manage an organization successfully. And that involves being clear with everyone on your team about how
they are doing and what they need to do to improve. He particularly focussed on where they are doing well
like technology, manufacturing, and finance, consumer and industry segments. He encouraged managers to
talk freely, sharing their fears, concerns, and knowledge. The company strategy is to find the finest talents in
the world for heading their business units. It is a shock to me. Welch sees the process of leading an
organization in four simple steps: Start by working on yourself Encourage your people to take the initiative
Use the brains of every worker Create an atmosphere where workers feel free to speak out Leading GE to
glory When Welch became CEO of General Electric, what he found was a multi-layered hierarchical animal in
which decisions were never made. Frightened, nervous managers use thick, convoluted planning books and
busy slides filled with everything they've known since childhood," Welch says to HBR. Especially in the last
30 years GE progressed enormously and remained as the only company till date since the first listing of the
companies in the Dow Jones index. Jack Welch: This is the No. He used to have a very 'informal' and a casual
way of communication with his colleagues which made them very close to him. Collaboration became a
keyword of success. The Corporate Executive Council CEC sessions were held before the close of financial
quarter to discuss with the very top level management teams with special dinners, incentives and lot of
humour and fun. More  Just like Google and Facebook, he encouraged more comfortable clothes at the office,
devoid of ties. I don't think people have ever figured out that being informal is a big deal. GE also has others
who had done their parts and has most talent-rich management bench in the world. Set the vision Your team
needs to feel that you have a clear sense of where you are going as a company. To Welch, business can be
exciting and simple, without jargon and complexity.


